
How to expand your sketching skills.  

In science we are looking at the animal kingdom. Below is a step by step guide to learn how to sketch 

a variety of animals.  

Over the next few weeks, we would like you to build up a portfolio of the different animals that you 

have developed using the skills shown below.  

By the end of term, you will have to sketch one animal from each class of the vertebrate group of 

the animal Kingdom (this will make more sense as you work through the science activities). 

If you are sketching animals on a leaf or branch, think about how you can use tone and shading to 

sketch the plants and background as well. 

Below are some examples of sketches of animals and instructions of how to draw animals using basic 

shapes to get the right shape before adding detail. 

 

 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



How to Draw Dogs 

Learning how to draw animals like dogs is easier than it seems. First, simply observe 
them in order to identify the simple geometric shapes that make them up. 

 

Carefully observe the form of the muzzle: Is the line that links it to the skull soft? Is the 
muzzle flat, concave, or convex? Long, fine or thick? 

 

It is equally important to look at the ears. Are they far apart or close? Then ask yourself, 
are they large, pointed, or shaggy? Are they situated on the top of the head or on the 
sides? 



 

And the tail—what is it like? Is it short, long, shaggy, high, low or docked? 

 

Now observe the dog’s back. Is it horizontal, sloped, concave or convex? 

 



Learning how to draw animals is also about getting the animal’s personality right. 
Practice drawing a dog’s expression. Examine it closely and compare it to that of a 
human. Is it sad? Is it angry? Does the dog seem intelligent or lazy? 

 

When a dog walks, its front legs move inverse to the back legs, and the right legs move 
inverse to the left. 

 

Beginning with simple shapes, it is easy to draw a dog from any point of view. Only after 
drawing the silhouette can you add the details. 



Next, Learn How to Draw a Horse 

Drawing a horse is very challenging due to the complexity of its anatomy. But you can 
do it by simplify the design. To do that, you will work in large groups. Note the spinal 
cord, which starts at the top of the head and ends at the tail, and defines the horse’s 
posture. 

 

Draw an oval shape for the stomach. Place the head (a circle) and the guideline for the 
neck and the slope of the back. 

 

Add the chest and hindquarters. 



 

Sketch the muzzle and the neck. 

 

Add the eyes, the ears and the nostrils. Sketch the tail and begin to draw the legs and the 
forearms. 



 

Continue drawing the posterior and anterior limbs as well as the hooves. 

 



Erase the structural lines and then sketch the mane. 

 

Finalize the details of your horse and you are done! Learning how to draw animals — 
any animal big or small — can be done the same way you draw this horse. Start with big 
shapes and add detail as you go, angling the limbs as you see them. 

Drawing Wild Baby Animals 

Learning how to draw animals means learning how to draw animals of all kinds, from 
domestic dogs and cats to wild, majestic creatures that prowl our most exotic places! 
But it is also fun to draw those fierce lions, tigers and bears when they are cute and 
cuddly. 

Draw a Baby Tiger 



 

1. Begin with an oval shape for the body, and then a smaller circle for the head. 

 



2. Place the eyes and the ears. 

 

3. Begin to draw the legs and tail, and add more detail to the facial features including the 
mouth. 



 

4. With an eraser, clean up the structural lines and then add a few details. The ruff of fur 
on the baby tiger’s belly and its claws, for example. 



 

5. Now the fun part! Add those tiger stripes in parallel lines, tapering the ends here and 
there so they look real. Go over the whole drawing with marker or pen and ink if you 
want a stronger black-and-white look. 

Drawing Marine Animals and Sea Creatures 

Remember that animals we see on land and in the sky are only half of our animal world. 
The oceans, lakes, and streams around us have so many animals we can learn to draw. 
So let’s start learning how to draw animals in the marine world with this easy, 6-step 
dolphin! 

Let’s draw a dolphin! 

1. Begin with a round shape for the body and a guideline to give a sense of movement. 

2. Draw the tail and the head. 

3. After placing the dorsal and tail fins, start on the beak. 



 

4. Continue with the beak and then sketch the pectoral fins. Don’t forget the eye! 

5. Erase the structural lines. 

6. Add some details to make your drawing seem livelier. Go over the lines with a felt-tip 
pen or a brush with India ink. 

 

 


